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Abstract: 

Much of our intelligence and creativity results from the collective memory of communities of practice and of 
the artifacts and technology surrounding them. Rather than studying individual creativity in isolation, we have 
developed a conceptual framework of creativity in the context of everyday practice – where design activities 
prevail and learning is constantly required. The conceptual framework explores new role distributions 
between people and computers based on theories that view design as reflection-in-action and breakdowns as 
opportunities for learning and creativity. We use an example from the domain of multimedia information 
design to illustrate how creativity is supported by domain-oriented design environments. The paper describes 
the mechanisms, architectures and processes underlying these environments. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

While creativity is often associated with art, we are concerned with creativity that is required in everyday 
work practice. This type of creativity is in most cases not historical, but psychological [1]. A resulted product 
is not necesarily novel or original to a community but is personally or psychologically novel to the individual 
who produced it.  While analyzing outstanding creative people [2] contributes towards establishing a 
framework for individual creativity, understanding creativity in the context of social everyday activities is 
equally important for letting people become more productive and create better work products. 

In the work presented here, we focus our study of creativity on design activities with an emphasis on the 
importance of lifelong learning. The analysis of everyday design practices [3] has shown that knowledge 
workers and designers have to engage in creative activities in coping with the unforseen complexities of 
everyday, real-world tasks.  

While considering descriptive accounts of creativity as an important foundation of our approach, the focus of 
our  work is to build computational environments which augment and empower the creative potential of 
individuals and groups who belong to a community of practice. The approach is based on a conceptual and 
technical framework that supports: 

• distributed cognition by exploring new role distributions between people and computers,  
• task-relevant reminding, learning on demand, and end-user modifiablity by contextual elaboration, 
• reflection-in-action by making argumentation serve design,  
• breakdowns and symmetry of ignorance by seeing them as opportunities, 
• integration of problem framing and problem solving  by regarding solution attempts as contributing to 

the incremental understanding of a problem, and 
• collective creativity by integrating knowledge-delivery and end-user modifiability. 

Based on the above framework, we have developed over the last decade domain-oriented design environments 
(DODEs) to support creativity in the context of design and lifelong learning. Starting with a discussion on 
design, lifelong learning and creativity in the social context, the paper then presents the eMMa (Environment 
for MultiMedia Authoring) system, a DODE for multimedia information design, as an example to illustrate 
how creativity is supported by domain-oriented design environments and describes the mechanisms, 
architectures and processes underlying these environments.  

DESIGN, LIFELONG LEARNING AND CREATIVITY 

Design and Lifelong Learning 

The world of professional design activity is complex, uncertain, unstable, unique, and full of conflicting value 
judgements [4, 5, 6]. The central theme of our conceptual framework is the use of design as a vehicle for 
understanding psychological creativity [1]. In pursuing this theme, we take the notion of “design” in its 
broadest and richest sense. Design has long been a staple of many professions—architecture, engineering, 
playwriting, landscaping, sculpture—but with the advent of what Drucker [7] refers to as the “knowledge 
worker” in technology-based economies, design has become an almost ubiquitous element of professional 
practices. Chemists design new molecules; biochemists design new genes; graphic artists design custom 
charts; business people design spreadsheet models.  

This increase in design activity has been accompanied by the growth of supporting technologies, which, on 
one hand, can lead to more powerful and expressive work products, but on the other hand, may make work 
practice increasingly complex and difficult to learn. Lifelong learning is an indispensable process in everyday 
practice.  
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Design activities and lifelong learning should be integral components to environments that support people's 
work. Design provides a perspective that weaves the acquisition of knowledge into meaningful activity, which 
takes place in rich social contexts and over extended periods of time. Creativity in design plays a critical role 
in cultivating learning in design activities.  

Creativity  

The relation of people to their work is important for understanding creativity (please note that in the context 
of this paper, we limit our discussion on the work designing with a computational environment). Creativity is 
not a result of a one-shot affair but an outcome of continuous efforts of discovering and evaluating 
alternatives. In iteratively discovering and evaluating alternatives, a creative individual seeks a balance 
between the following tensions necessary to lead to creative products (see Table 1): 

Table 1: Tensions in Creativity 

value useful novel (unusual for its own sake) 
discovery serendipitous presumed relevance 

importance appropriate/trivial unknown 
structuring orderly rules chaos 
conservance tradition transcendance 

rules following breaking 
guidance constraints freedom 

 

First, balance between usefulness and innovativeness needs to be made for a product to be creative. The 
product must be novel so that it is not a part of existing well-known solution. On the other hand, if the product 
is not useful, or of little value, it cannot be regarded as creative. The other tensions are related to types and 
properties of information that can be weaved into a creative product. Often, information that leads into a 
creative product is regarded as a result of serendipitous encounter [8]. However, studies have shown that 
information necessary to come to a creative product is often deeply related to the problem that the one is 
coping with. In terms of the importance of the information, if the importance is so obvious, it is likely to lead 
to a well-known solution - not creative. On the other hand, whether the information can be important for 
creativity cannot be presumed a priori. Following orderly rules based on a traditional approach tends to lead 
to a product that is useful, but not necessarily novel. To transcend the tradition, one needs to take a chaotic 
approach by breaking rules, which, however, has less chance to produce a useful product.   

To find the "right" balance between these tensions, one outsources information, such as books and other 
people, which we call collective creativity. 

Collective Creativity 

The power of the unaided, individual mind is highly overrated. A creative activity is not only performed as an 
individual but placed in the social context.  Much of our intelligence and creativity results from the collective 
memory of communities of practice and of the artifacts and technology surrounding them. Though creative 
individuals are often thought of working in isolation, the role of interaction and collaboration with other 
individuals is also critical [9]. Thus, creative activity grows out of the relationship between an individual and 
the world of his or her work, and out of the ties between an individual and other human beings. 

Learning takes place not only from textbooks, but by addressing real world problems. Our goal is to help 
people give more opportunities to be creative by unleashing the creative potential with computational 
environments.  Thus, creativity and learning form two sides of a coin. To be creative, one needs to obtain new 
ways to look at existing artifacts and concepts from outside sources – learning is required to be creative. In 
contrast, creative products will bring along innovative viewpoints of the products allowing people to become 
aware of new perspectives – learning takes place as a result of creative processes. 
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In what follows, we present our approach to support creativity by integrating learning within the context of 
design, real-world practices in social context. 

CREATIVITY AND COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS 

“You cannot use smoke signals to do philosophy.  
Its form excludes the content.”  

(Postman, “Amusing Ourselves to Death”, p 7) 

There are shortcomings in current computational environments to support creativity. Existing approaches do 
not take into account the tensions illustrated in Table 1. Most creativity support tools have goals along one 
side or the other, but not both.  In effectively supporting individual creativity in design, a support tool needs 
to integrate both ends of the tensions, allowing people to find their own balance in the spectrum.  

Let us take a look at the "right" amount of functionality that a system should provide. Take the use of color on 
a computer display as an example. While current computer displays can present millions of colors, they do not 
necessarily lead users to produce creative multimedia titles or computer graphics. On the contrary, usable 
support tools (in the wrong hands) lead to products of reduced quality - "one reason for the abundance of bad 
graphs is the proliferation of low-cost mini-computers and `business graphics' packages” [10; p2]. Moreover, 
such a rich set of functionality allow inappropriate color usage, which can be harmful by not understanding 
psychological effects of color.  

With these challenges in mind, we have explored the use of computer systems to support creativity in the 
context of everyday practice as design activities where people engage themselves in lifelong learning. This 
section presents our conceptual and technical framework in more detail. 

New Role Distributions Between People and Computers   

All media have always had an impact on creativity, and creativity has produced new media. In this most 
general view, there is not much new about the impact of the computer. When looking for its peculiar kind of 
influence, we have to identify the unique features of the computer. 

It has often been said that with the computer, artists, designers, or architects may easily play with hundreds of 
variations. Since part of creative work is indeed based on fiddling around with the elements of a repertoire, 
computers have an impact on the combinatorial aspects of creativity. For example, Karl Sims has built a 
system that automatically generates virtual creatures that move and behave in physically simulated three-
dimensional worlds by genetically computing the morphology [11]. Combinatorics, however, is only one 
aspect of creativity. Our goal is to support other aspects of creativity, which are concerned with semantics and 
meanings of artifacts by using computers as medium that leads people to creative thinking. 

``Creativity is a function of a medium” [12].  Current computer systems deprive people of potential creativity 
by requiring them to do tasks for manipulating computer systems themselves, not directly relevant to their 
work domain. To better support creativity, computer systems need to be designed to minimize efforts required 
to use the systems' functionality not directly relevant to designer's work domains (see Figure 1).  Domain-
oriented design environments (DODEs) are computational media that allow people to be engaged in more 
authentic tasks in their work practices by allowing them to deal with domains, not to fight with tools. 
Domain-oriented systems make computers invisible and enable users to communicate with the problem 
domain rather than with computer tools.  
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Figure 1: Focusing on the Task 

Contextual Elaboration  

Computer systems can go beyond paper and pencil by actively supporting people's work.  When work is done 
using a domain-oriented design environment, the system can use artifacts produced in the environment to 
partially understand the context that the designer is engaged in [13].  

The computer system, then, can use the representation as a query to retrieve information from its information 
repository. Such information is relevant to the user's current task to some extent, serving as a reminder to the 
task.  In this manner, the system can go beyond a serendipitous information provider. At the same time, such 
information automatically identified as relevant and delivered to users can be learned by users. Since the 
information is related to what the users are currently engaged in, it is easy for them to understand and 
associate it with their current concern.  Such learning-on-demand is the best way to support lifelong learning 
in the constructionism manner.  

Making Argumentation Serve Design 

Schoen [6] describes that design is an iterative process of action and reflection.  A designer creates a design 
move, which creates a design situation talking back to the designer, uncovering dimensions of the design task. 
Design is not a rule-oriented logical activity but a series of discovering emerging features and arguing about 
the situations. As such, discussions and arguments about design do not preserve their semantics if isolated 
from relevant artifacts. Although recording design rationale and design processes are known to play an 
important role in creative design, such rationale needs to be embedded within the context of design.  Domain-
oriented design environments allow designers to record argumentation within the system in accordance with 
intermediate design artifacts.  

Breakdowns and Symmetry of Ignorance  as Opportunities 

Design is collaborative in nature [13].  Design requirements and knowledge necessary to solve the design task 
is distributed among stakeholders. There is a “symmetry of ignorance” among the stakeholders who often 
experience communication breakdowns because each stakeholder belongs to different work cultures, who use 
different norms, symbols and representations [14]. Rather than viewing this symmetry of ignorance as an 
obstacle during the design, the DODE approach views it as an opportunity for creativity. Having different 
viewpoints helps one discover alternatives and uncover tacit aspects of the problem to cope with.  

Integration of Problem Framing and Problem Solving 

To support creativity, the importance and benefit of articulating goals and problem requirements in a 
computational design environment, whether they are formally represented or not, should be emphasized for 
two reasons [15].  First, the use of external representations helps designers lessen the burden of mental 
creation, and discover alternative interpretations for their task gaining understanding of the task. Putting ideas 
down on paper is not a matter of emptying out the mind but of actively reconstructing it, forming new 
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associations, and expressing concepts in linguistic, pictorial, or any explicit representational forms while 
lessening the cognitive load required for remembering them [16]. The second point for having an explicit 
representation for a problem is that a partially represented problem specification and a partially constructed 
solution represents the design situation that the designers are engaged in – what we call ``the designers' task at 
hand” [13].  A computational environment can use this information as a query to retrieve information relevant 
to the identified task at hand.  Multimedia authors do not have to formulate query or browse an information 
space to access necessary information.  The system ``delivers” information for authors supporting them 
"seeing" a partially framed multimedia design task. 

Integration of Knowledge Delivery and End-User Modifiability 

Computational environments can serve as a knowledge medium, through which people can communicate over 
a long period of time, serving as a community that embraces collective creativity.  A DODE supports two 
mechanisms, knowledge-delivery and end-user modifiability, the integration of which allow users to 
asynchronously collaborate over a long period of time [13].  Knowledge delivery is a techinique that identifies 
a user's need by contextual elaboration, and automatically retrieves information relevant to the task at hand.  
Our studies on the design environments have revealed that this often triggered users to react and motivate 
them to articulate opinions about the delivered knowledge. End-user modifiability is a mechanism that allow 
end-users to modify and add information and functionality to the system. Through the end-user modifiability, 
users store the articulated opinions, which results in the growth of system's knowledge-bases. Figure 2 
illustrates how the integration of knowledge-delivery and end-user modifiability enables collective creativity. 

 

Figure 2: Integration of Knowledge-Delivery and End-User Modifiability 

A DODE: A MODEL FOR COMPUTER-SUPPORTED CREATIVITY 

This section presents an example of applying the DODE framework to a domain of multimedia authoring.  
The domain of multimedia information design is challenging for two reasons. First, there have been a number 
of complex tools that offer functionality so high that only professional graphic artists can use them. It is a 
typical domain where a technology has evolved so far ahead and people are left behind without knowing what 
those functionalities mean to designing multimedia titles.  Second, the domain is still new, and there are no 
clearly stated rules or know-hows that can be shared among the community. Tips and rules-of-thumbs for 
designing multimedia information have been emerging over the last year [17] but are still under constant 
refinement and changes. 

In multimedia authoring, goals vary from functional requirements (e.g., "an instruction manual for a product 
used mostly by elderly people" or "a conference schedule") to abstract concepts (e.g. "warm titles" or "relaxed 
atmosphere") to specific constraints (e.g., to use a corporate color "blue").  Authors need to appropriately 
map these intentions to detailed design decisions of authoring titles, such as color usage, sound and image 
associations, whether to use human- or computer-generated voice, and so on.  The mapping process requires 
knowledge both in the domain of each media, and in the domain of "multiple-media" representations.  For 
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example, in choosing a color, there is knowledge such as "red and orange provide a warm atmosphere" [18] or 
"avoid red and green in the periphery of large-scale displays" [19].  Integrating multiple media requires 
knowledge such as "active processing of two concurrent sources of speech output would be highly stressful" 
or "users can attend to more than one modality if they share common topics" [20]. 

In the remainder of this section, we first present a scenario of using eMMa, a knowledge-based environment 
for multimedia authoring [21, 22]. The scenario is to illustrate how a user is supported in multimedia 
authoring (particularly creating a graphic image using color) in creative processes. Then we discuss an 
architecture of eMMa followed by a process model of using eMMa supporting collective creativity.  

A Scenario with Emma 

Suppose a multimedia information designer Jack wants to create a title for advertising a retreat plan for 
elderly people. He first specifies that he wants to create a warm atmosphere and the audience of his 
multimedia title would be elderly customers (see the left window in Figure 3). Then, eMMa suggests that Jack 
should use yellow because it is a warm color, and purple because elderly people like purple. eMMa also 
suggests Jack to use text size 18 point or larger because elderly people have difficulty reading small font (see 
the two windows on the right side in Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: eMMa-SPEC 

Following eMMa's suggestion, Jack decides to draw a yellow bike with purple background. eMMa then warns 
Jack that color combinations in terms of its area is not appropriate, and he might want to adjust to lighter 
purple variations (Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4: eMMaC: Color critics of eMMa 
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eMMa suggests several variations of purple to adjust 

Jack selects one of the suggested purple variations, and then eMMa automatically redraws the bike image 
with the selected purple. Now, Jack decides to explore variations of purple. He asks for relevant images to 
eMMa, which retrieves images that use purple, the color that Jack used most in his drawing (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5: Image Delivery by eMMa 

An image of house among the retrieved images triggered Jack to think that using house images bring in 
"warm atmosphere." Jack draws a house image with free-hand, and asks eMMa to retrieve similar images to 
his hand-drawing (Figure 6). Then, Jack wants to annotate a rationale saying that the use of houses will bring 
in warm atmosphere (Figure 7).  

  

Figure 6: ImageSearcher of eMMa 

 

Figure 7: End-user Modifiability of eMMa 

eMMa Architecture 

To support creative work we have developed a multi-faceted component architecture integrating construction, 
specification, argumentation, simulation and catalogs [23]. We have instantiated our conceptual framework 
and our architectures in different domains through specific operational systems supporting the creativity of  
stakeholders in a  variety of tasks. Figure 8 illustrates the eMMa architecture, with a particular emphasis on 
knowledge-delivery components, a specification component, and a community knowledge-base which stores 
knowledge necessary to produce  a multimedia title, including color theories and 1,000 images. 
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Figure 8: eMMa Architecture 

The specification (eMMa-Spec) and construction (eMMa-Workarea) components allow people to produce  
creative products.  As illustrated in the scenario, Jack specified his requirements about the type of audience 
and desired atmosphere. The catalog in the Community Knowledge-Base is provided to help people in the 
preparation phase, bringing in possible solutions and help them identify a problem space.   

One of the knowledge-delivery components, eMMaC (eMMa Color Critics) [24] analyzes the use of color in a 
graphic image and critiques if the color is not appropriately used.  Another knowledge-delivery component, 
ImageSearcher [25], retrieves reusable images based on a color being used in the currently constructed 
graphic image.  In the scenario, the system automatically retrieved purple images because the dominant color 
used in Jack's bike image was purple.  Once Jack is brought into a particular point in an information space, 
Jack can start exploring related information space. Creative discovery is supported by unexpected retrieval of 
information. 

Finally, when Jack realizes that house icons will provide "warm" atmosphere, this is Jack's psychological 
creativity – and Jack is motivated to articulate and annotate this discovery. End-user modifiability component 
of eMMa (called eMMa-Concept Editor) supports Jack to add this knowledge into the community knowledge-
base. Later, when other users use eMMa, they can have access to newly added idea and further develop their 
own creative products.  In this manner, creative products as well as intermediate outcomes that people create 
can be stored in those knowledge-bases and will support collective creativity.  

A Process Model to Support Creativity 

``The creative process involves the generation of a novel creative product by the individual, the evaluation of 
the product by the field, and the retention of selected products by addition to the domain” [9; p336]. The field 
is the group of gatekeepers who are entitled to select a novel idea or product for inclusion in the domain, and 
the domain, which consists of the symbolic system of rules and procedures that define permissible behavior 
within its boundaries. [9] 

As argued before, design in real world situations deals with complex, unique, uncertain, conflicted, and 
unstable situations of practice. Design knowledge as embedded in DODEs will never be complete because 
design knowledge is tacit (i.e., competent practitioners know more than they can say) [26], and additional 
knowledge is triggered and activated by actual use situations leading to breakdowns. Because these 
breakdowns [27, 28] are experienced by the users and not by the developers, computational mechanisms that 
support end-user modifiability are required as an intrinsic part of a DODE. 

We distinguish three intertwined levels the interaction of which forms the essence of our seeding, 
evolutionary growth, reseeding model:  

• On the conceptual framework level, the multifaceted, domain-independent architecture constitutes a 
framework for building evolvable complex software systems.  
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• When this architecture is instantiated in a domain (e.g., multimedia authoring and kitchen design 
[15]), a domain-oriented design environment (representing an application family) is created on the domain 
level.  

• Individual artifacts in the domain are developed by exploiting the information contained in the 
generic DODE. 

Figure 3 illustrates the interplay of those three layers in the context of our “seeding, evolutionary growth, 
reseeding (SER)” model. Darker gray indicates knowledge domains close to the computer, whereas white 
emphasizes closeness to the design work in a domain. The figure illustrates the role of different professional 
groups in the evolutionary design: the environment developer (close to the computer) provides the domain-
independent framework, and instantiates it into a DODE in collaboration with the help of the domain 
designers (knowledgeable domain workers who use the environment to design artifacts).  

The evolution of complex systems in the context of this  model  can be characterized by the following major 
processes (details can be found in [27]): 

A seed will be created through a participatory design process between environment developers (software 
designers) and domain designers (multi-media designers). It will evolve in response to its use in new  design 
projects because requirements fluctuate, change is ubiquitous, and design knowledge is tacit. Postulating the 
objective of a seed (rather then a complete domain model or a complete knowledge base) sets our approach 
apart from other approaches in knowledge base systems development  and emphasizes evolution as the central 
design concept. 

Evolutionary growth takes place as domain designers use the seeded environment to undertake specific 
projects for clients. During these design efforts, new requirements may surface, new components may come 
into existence, and additional design knowledge not contained in the seed may be articulated. During the 
evolutionary growth phase, the environment developers are not present, thus making end-user modification a 
necessity rather than a luxury (at least for small-scale evolutionary changes). We have addressed this 
challenge  with end-user modifiability [29, 30], and end-user programming [31, 32]. 
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Figure 9: The SER Model 

Reseeding, a deliberate effort of revision and coordination of information and functionality, brings the 
environment developers back in to collaborate with domain designers to organize, formalize, and generalize 
knowledge added during the evolutionary growth phases.  Organizational concerns [33, 34] play a crucial role 
in this phase. For example, decisions have to be made as to which of the extensions created in the context of 
specific design projects should be incorporated in future versions of the generic design environment. Drastic 
and large-scale evolutionary changes occur during the reseeding phase. 

SUMMARY 

We have created computational artifacts based on the framework described above. We have developed 
domain-oriented design environments that bring tasks to the forefront, thereby transcending ``human 
computer interaction” by supporting ``human problem-domain interaction.” We support design activities by 
creating shared (mutually interpretable) representations between humans and computers. These shared 
representations allow task-based indexing of  cases (in a catalog) and design rationale (in a argumentative 
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hypermedia system). Critiquing makes argumentation serve design  by increasing the back-talk of the artifact 
and by delivering task-relevant information. To exploit artifact, group and institutional memories and to bring 
design concepts into unseen and unthought, yet relevant contexts, new representations are needed to serve the 
task at hand. Task-relevant reminding is critical for creative activities. Because ``artifacts often do not speak 
for themselves,” mechanisms are required to increase their  back-talk. 
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